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Some Circus Stories:
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E Deneux My Circus*
E Ehlert Circus*
E JACKSON The golden circus
E MacDonald Circus Opposites: An Interactive Extravaganza*
E MUNRO Circus
E Seuss If I Ran the Circus
E Van Dusen The Circus Ship
E ZIEFERT Circus parade
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“Circus Song” (Tune of: “I've Been Working on
the Railroad")
I am walking through the circus,
Happy as can be.
I am walking through the circus,
Just to see what I can see.
I can see the clown laughing.
I can see the elephant, too.
I can see the lion sleeping.
And some zebras, too.
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-Take your child to the circus the next time they
are in the area, but if you can’t go, ask them
what they would like best and least about the
circus if they went.
-If your child is allowed to eat them, give them
some popcorn, cotton candy, and peants and
pretend you’re at your own circus.
-Ask your child to draw you a picture of what
their dream circus would be like, from the performers to the food!
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Early Literacy Tip:
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Read alphabet books as much as you can. (helps
increase Letter Knowledge)
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